IMPROVE WORKSPACE
COLLABORATION

NUITEQ® Flow

Easy collaboration in a business setting
Flow is the only business suite that provides a complete
solution for aggregation, brainstorming, and collaboration
for large interactive displays, laptops, tablets, and mobile
devices.

Aggregate: Collect and organize ideas by remotely contributing from any
device using pictures, video, and pages from the most popular Internet
sources.
Brainstorm: Provide every team the right tools to generate new ideas and
evolve them together on a whiteboard, mind-map, or collage.
Collaborate: Share your ideas directly from your laptop, tablet, and mobile
device. Work together side by side, or even around a table top with Zones.

Features include
Mind Mapping with Nodes

Dedicated Timely Support

Organizing Content with Media

Kiosk Customizability

Integrated Browser and
Screen Capture tool

PDF Annotation

Brainstorm with Whiteboard
Collaborate with NUITEQ Remote
Zones for simultaneous true multi-user
collaboration
YouTube™ integration

Screen and Voice Recording
Configurator for customization
Live News Feed with Twitter, Instagram,
& more
Cloud integration with Google Drive™,
Microsoft OneDrive® and Dropbox™

Capture Desktop
Capture a screenshot of any application you have
running on your computer and automatically import
it into Media so you can go directly from content to
reflection.

Browser
Capture a screenshot of web pages in your own
individual zone and organize it with the Media or
Show application.

Aggregate the best ideas
Ideas can come from anywhere, Flow provides the tools
you need to capture those ideas and organize them
both inside and outside of a meeting.

Screen Recorder
Narrate your core idea using Screen Recorder and
our built-in voice recording, then share the MP4
video with colleagues on any device.

Google Docs™
Seamless integration with popular Office Productivity
Tools for Presentations, Spreadsheets, Documents,
and more right in your own shared or personal Zone.

Whiteboard
Capture your core ideas quickly onto a multi-page
whiteboard that expands as needed. Also includes
tools for quick annotations and sticky notes for realtime brainstorming.

Mind Mapping
Nodes allows business users to draw relationships
between items that have been aggregated in Flow.
Each individual node can hold documents, images,
and videos.

Brainstorm and Create
Flow provides a suite of powerful tools that allow
collaborators to quickly organize content and generate
ideas using a whiteboard, mind map, or a collage of
images.

Media
Use a touch-screen to easily organize and aggregate
photos, videos, and PDFs. Draw inspiration from the
web with image and YouTube™ search and easily
sketch comments that are saved with your added
media.

Annotate
Write directly on top of any content inside Flow,
even across zones.

Show
Work across zones by sending your content to Show
for organization. Capture your desktop and share it
directly on Show, or take a YouTube™ video from
media, or send a Google Sheet™ to Show for
presentation.

NUITEQ Remote
Collaborate using your mobile device to remote
control a large display or send content directly from
your camera roll so that everyone in the meeting can
see it.

Seamless Collaboration
Collaboration has many forms: be it presenting using an
upright display, drafting using a display at 45 degrees,
or collaborating face to face over a horizontal tabletop,
Flow has got you covered with collaborative options to
suit any environment.

HotSpot
Allow visitors to find a place quickly using the
interactive touchscreen map that can be fully
customized to meet the needs of your organization.
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